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STAFF NEWS
bishops, in collaboration with rondebosch 
boys’ school, saCs, wynberg boys’ high 
and junior schools and wpps, hosted the 
incredibly successful 22nd annual ibsC 
Conference – Lessons from Madiba – during 
the june holidays, and delegates were 
challenged by plenary speakers of  the calibre 
of  archbishop desmond tutu, professor 
khalil Osiris, judge Edwin Cameron, suzie 
Nkambule, dr wilhelm verwoerd and rory 
steyn.  Guy Pearson writes, ‘while it was 
a collaborative effort with the other boys’ 
schools, the major part of  the organisation 
was done by bishops staff. the organising 
committee was chaired by Vernon Wood 
and he, together with Sally Bowes, Cheryl 
Douglas and Yolanda Raman, did most 
of  the organisation and planning which took 
over 12 months. it really was a fantastic team 
effort by bishops academic and support staff, 
together with boys from the av crew and 
a number of  boys who volunteered as tour 
guides for delegates. they were all superb 
ambassadors for the school. well done to 
Vernon Wood and everyone involved in 
really doing us proud. One of  the founding 
heads of  the ibsC who has attended all 22 of  
these international conferences told me that 
this was the best conference that he had ever 
been to.’

Jean Nolte and Willem Steyn have been 
appointments as house director and assistant 
house director of  white house as from 2016.  
we congratulate Wessel and Aileen Theron 
on the birth of  their son, jean.  

John Knight was away on long leave for 
the third term and Jean Oosthuizen joined 
the mathematics department in his absence.  
Wayne Tucker was acting assistant house 
director in Gray house in his absence.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
the academic trophy for the most improved 
house (Grade) was awarded to Gray house 
(Grade 11), and the academic trophy for best 
performing house (Grade) was awarded to 
Mallett house (Grade 12).

Angus Thring achieved 15th place in the 
2015 de beers English Olympiad. this is an 
outstanding achievement as this is a national 
examination entered by over 8000 candidates 
and Angus is only in Grade 10. as part of  
his prize, he was invited to attend the 2015 
National schools’ festival in Grahamstown.  
Soo-Min Lee was placed 28th.

Alexander Peile had his English creative 
work, Descended from Wolves, published in English 
Alive 2015. this is an excellent achievement as 
English Alive is an annual anthology of  the best 
writing from high schools and colleges all over 
southern africa.

a number of  bishops boys performed 
exceptionally well in this year’s National 
science Olympiad. the competition includes 
around 30 000 learners from across the nine 
provinces in south africa as well as the sadC 
countries Lesotho, Namibia and Zimbabwe: 
a total of  16 bishops boys scored in the 
top 200 across the sadC countries; five of  
these scored in the top 50 across sadEC – 
including one Grade 10 – which placed them 
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in the top 20 in south africa; four boys were 
placed in the top 10 in south africa; Soo-Min 
Lee placed joint second in south africa – 4th 
across sadC, and Jeremy Wilkinson – first 
place in south africa and first overall! Other 
positions in south africa: 5th, Liam Cook; 
10th, Jonti Oehley; 17th, Angus Thring; 
39th, Matthew Morris; 39th, Ahmed 
Dhansay; and 59th, Laurence Midgley.

the western Cape mintek science quiz 
team won the National mintek quiz held in 
johannesburg. the team consisted of  two boys, 
one of  whom was Jeremy Wilkinson.

Jeremy Wilkinson was awarded a 
distinction tie for representing south africa 
at the international youth science forum in 
London. this was his prize for winning the 
2015 National science Olympiad. he also 
received a trophy for winning the National 
mintek science quiz.

Zola Baird, Grade 10, won first prize for 
his excellent essay, Many South African scientists 
are involved in the research being carried out at the 
Large Hadron Collider at Cern in Europe. Do you 
think the research findings will benefit humankind? 
as his essay was judged one of  the top two in 
the competition, the school was awarded the 
rssaf/Claude Leon foundation trophy and 
Zola’s essay will be published in the Transactions 
of  the Royal Society of  SA.

CULTURAL AFFAIRS
Richard Berkeley, James Wilson, Taahir 
Bhorat, Tyger Thompson, Daniel 
Goldberg, Matt van Westenbrugge, 
Tristan Hermans, Trent Braga, 
Oliver Stevens, Kieran Cattell, Stefan 
Dominicus, Nic Featherstone, Wesley 

Holtmann and Reece Oellermann 
volunteered as tour guides during the ibsC 
Conference and were superb ambassadors for 
both bishops and south africa.

the bishops junior debating team, made 
up of  Max Tedder, Tom Janisch, Nic 
Vine-Morris and Derek Reissenzahn, 
were victorious at the western province 
debating Championships and were crowned 
junior provincial debating Champions.  Max 
Tedder and Derek Reissenzahn made 
it into the top ten junior speakers at the 
tournament too. Derek Reissenzahn and 
Desmond Fairall were selected for further 
training for the provincial side.

 thirty-three boys represented bishops at 
the Edinburgh fringe festival - ‘the largest arts 
festival on the planet’. the boys performed 
to appreciative audiences in Cold Stone Jug 
and in Simply Blue at sweet venues 18, 
Grassmarket.  after the success of  Cold Stone 
Jug the following new drama awards were 
made: full drama Colours: Graeme Irvine, 
Ben Steyn and Jordan van Tonder; 
half  Colours: Jonathan Frost, Ibrahim 
Kerbelker (technical), Nayati Moodliar, 
Alexander Peile, Alexander Steyn, Ross 
Tucker, James van Niekerk and Ronald 
Walters (technical). special mention 
was made of Nicholas Peile and Karl 
Stapelberg who were integral members of  
the cast, but who are not eligible for awards as 
yet, as they are in grade 9. 

Shannon Thebus was awarded a 
distinction tie for his music excellence: 
in 2011 he was selected for the National 
youth Orchestra and in 2012 was asked to 
play principle horn for the National youth 
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Concert Orchestra – a position held in 2013 
as well. in february this year he was invited 
to go on tour with sanyo and the Zurich 
Chamber Orchestra where sir james Galway, 
a world-renowned flautist, featured as a soloist.   
shannon also achieved a distinction in his 
Grade 8 royal school of  music, London, 
examination. he also holds a Grade 8 in 
double bass and will be playing his Grade 
8 examination on horn later this year. in 
may this year he was a soloist with the youth 
Orchestra and the performance was broadcast 
live on national radio. 

after an extensive audition process with 
candidates from all over south africa, 
Rhiyaan Smith was selected to perform as a 
soloist with the hugo Lambrecht Orchestra. he 
will perform the mendelssohn piano Concerto 
No 2 in d minor.

Luc Janssens has been awarded his 
Gold president’s award. he has also 
represented bishops on the president’s award 
youth Committee.  Stuart Bristow, who 
matriculated last year, has also been awarded 
his Gold. both Luc and Stuart will be part of  
an official Gold ceremony due to take place on 
the 17th of  October at bishops.

simply blue announced the new group for 
2016: Current members continuing: Matthew 
Clayton, Troy Horrell, Chris Hyslop, 
Nicholas Janisch, Marcus Knight, 
Joe Linley and Julien Schlebusch, New 
members: Redwald Aspinall, Lee Cooper; 
Tariq Dawray, Tim Dendy Young; 
Giuseppe Guerandi, Andrew Hodgson; 
Carl-Phillip Lehmann, Christian Stehlik 
and Angus Sutherland. the new leaders are 
Joe Linley and Nicholas Janisch.

Posters by Freddie Child-Villiers (OD)
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SPORTING AFFAIRS
Andrew Henderson was chosen to represent 
south africa in Clay target shooting at the 
world Championships in New Zealand. in the 
build up to the Championships, he competed 
in the New Zealand Nationals, shooting 
against the top juniors from australia, New 
Zealand and Europe. he managed to win 
the New Zealand National double barrel 
championship, beating the junior world 
champion. he received his western province 
Colours and was part of  the senior men’s team 
that won the interprovincial tournament 
in kimberley. he tied for first place at the 

south african Grand - shooting for the title 
of  sa trap Champion - shooting 196/200. 
unfortunately he lost the sudden death 
shoot off - missing his 34th target. for these 
achievements he was awarded a distinction 
tie.

 Zak Cadiz earned his full south african 
Colours for Clay target shooting and went 
on to compete in the three-man sa junior 
team (u21) at the world Championships in 
Estonia – quite remarkable considering he 
is 13 years old! he was placed 33/55 in the 
juniors section, and also 235/496 overall.  as 
a result of  this remarkable achievement he was 

Zak Cadiz, 2nd from the left, and the SA Clay Target Shooting Team
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awarded a distinction tie.
the following boys were selected to 

represent western province in their respective 
inter provincial Cricket tournaments in 
december: u18b: Tom Richardson and 
Nathan Mngomezulu; u17a: Tyla 
Scarles (vC); u15a: Jono Bird; u15b: 
Gregor Bell and Stephan Fourie.

Stefan Dominicus was awarded full 
Cycling Colours for outstanding race results 
and dedication to cycling. Kieran Cattell 
and Jason van der Linden were awarded 
half  Colours for their participation and 
excellent race results.

the results from the fwC Eden ranking 
fencing Competition were: Cadet men’s foil: 
Jamie Diggle (gold), Alaric McGregor 
(silver) and Finbarr Lebona (bronze); 
in jr men’s foil: Jamie Diggle (gold), 
Alaric McGregor (silver), Finbarr 
Lebona (bronze); in sr men’s foil: Finbarr 
Lebona (silver), Jamie Diggle and Alaric 
McGregor (bronze); in jr Epee: Soo-Min 
Lee (bronze); in Cadet Epee: Terry Kim 
(bronze); and in minim Epee: Terry Kim 
(gold).  at the fencing Commonwealth 
Championships, Rhiyaan Smith, Soo-
Min Lee, Shirag Maharaj and Winner 
Kazaka formed part of  the weapons check 
team and were integral to the smooth running 
of  the competition.  at a successful Club 
Championships certificates were awarded to 
Jacob Holm, Yusef  Hassan, Gabriel 
Makin, Ethan Arendse and Winner 
Kakaza; bronze badges were awarded to 
Christiaan Garry, Mweya Ruider, 
Nicholas Featherstone and Alan Pohl; 
silver badges were awarded to Alaric 
McGregor, Terry Kim, Shirag Maharaj, 

Gunther Cloete and Angus Longmore, 
and re-awards were made to Cade Cannon 
and Chris Steyn; gold badges were awarded 
to Jamie Diggle, Finbarr Lebona, Carl-
Philip Lehmann and Soo Min Lee, and a 
re-award to Rhiyaan Smith. half  fencing 
Colours were awarded to Alaric McGregor; 
the inter house Cup was won by Mallet 
house, and the best swordsman Cup was 
awarded to Soo-Min Lee in Epee, and 
Alaric McGregor in foil, and the service 
and merit Cup was awarded to Soo-Min 
Lee. the Captain of  fencing for 2016 is 
Carl-Philip Lehmann, and the vice-
Captain is Jamie Diggle.

the bishops quartet of  Warwick Reid, 
Luke Baker, Alessandro Lupini and 
Nikolai Piotrowski represented the proteas 
at the world fly fishing Competition in 
Colorado and proved that they were able to 
go head-to-head with the best the world has 
to offer. the team achieved 4th place overall 
and individually the boys finished as follows: 
Warwick Reid (10th), Luke Baker (17th), 
Alessandro Lupini (19th) and Nikolai 
Piotrowsi (24th).

the Captain of  Golf, Cole Cruickshank, 
won the parow junior Open (75) as well as the 
royal Cape junior Open (70), and Nicholas 
Thompson won the b-division at the wp 
Championships.

bishops boys represented wp at both 
u16 and u18 interprovincial hockey 
tournaments: wp u18a: Dayaan Cassiem, 
Lloyd Gardener, Wesley Gardener, 
Justin Nel and Tom Richardson; wp 
u16a: Idrees Abdulla, Malachy Barbour 
and Bulelani Ngqukuvana.  the following 
boys were then selected to sa National 
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squads: Dayaan Cassiem sa u18a; Tom 
Richardson sa u18b; Idrees Abdulla 
and Bulelani Ngqukuvana sa u16 high 
performance squad.

the following rugby players were selected to 
represent the western province at u18 level: 
academy: Tristan Leyds, Lubelo Scott 
and JP Smith; Craven week: Brandon 
Salomo and Cornel Smit. the academy 
week was held in vanderbijlpark and each 
of  the three bishops players scored three 
tries during the three games played by the 
team.  due to injuries in the earlier games, 
Joel Paarwater was called up to join his 
schoolmates and duly played in the last game, 
meaning that there were four boys from 
bishops who participated in this final.  all 
matches in the u18 Craven week were played 
on the grounds of  paul roos in stellenbosch. 
the western province team broke a number 
of  records with their exciting brand of  rugby. 
the team ended up scoring the most tries ever 
at a Craven week and, in three games, posted 
the highest points tally ever recorded at this 
annual tournament; this included a record 
winning margin in a final, when they beat the 
team from the Eastern Cape by 95 points to 
nil. the representatives from bishops played 
significant roles in the victories recorded by the 
western province.

the following were medal winners at the 
wp Closed squash tournament: u19: Peter 

Brink (bronze); u16: Jonathan Greyling 
(silver); and u14: Charlie Yates (silver).  Later, 
at a wp squash awards evening, no fewer 
than 13 bishops boys were awarded provincial 
colours and were selected to represent western 
province at their respective age group levels: 
u19: Stefan Ranoszek, Peter Brink, Alex 
Green and Ross Nelson; u16: Glenn 
Yates, Jonathan Greyling, Calvin-Ziegler 
Smith and Ibrahim Kerbelker; u14: 
Charlie Yates, Nick Gleeson, Timothy 
Wright, Kenau Vith and Ross Tudhope.

an u17 bishops water polo team participated 
in a training camp and a series of  matches 
in hungary over the june/july holidays. the 
squad played two top hungarian club teams 
with good results, beat the scottish u17 
national side and also beat an american club 
team from California. James Morritt-Smith 
and Brandon Burke went to malta in july 
to represent sa u16. the a and b teams were 
entered into an u18 tournament against malta, 
England and widex – a dutch club side. they 
had some very close games with the a team 
finishing 3rd and the b team 5th overall. Liam 
Neill and Keanan Alexander were selected 
to the sa u20 side that will participate in the 
fiNa world men’s junior Championships in 
kazakhstan. Only 11 players were selected 
for this team. it is a particularly impressive 
achievement considering both Liam and 
Keanan are still u18.

AWARDS
JERSEYS
Academic
Julian Dean-Brown, Dylan Maxwell, Jeremy Wilkinson, Stefan Dominicus, Matthew 
Morris, Francois Stassen, Derek Reissenzahn and Brandon Snider
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TIES
Distinction
Zak Cadiz (Clay target shooting) and Andrew Henderson (Clay target shooting), 
Shannon Thebus (music), Jeremy Wilkinson (science)

Academic
Mikaeel Adam, David Bruchhausen, Kieran Cattell, Kelton Miller, Tom Murray, 
Justin Nel, Stefan Olbrich, Callum Parton, Alan Pohl, Christopher Mitchell, 
Nicholas Featherstone, Arthur Fisher, Finbarr Lebona, Mitesh Valodia, Finn 
Geldenhuys, Shane Goodsell, Jonathan Greyling, Francesco Guerrini, Dean Jacobs, 
Thomas Janisch, Junho Ko, Christopher Kotze, Ryan Labberte, Jeff Malherbe, 
Okuhle Minyi, Joshua Mol, Tom Newbury, Rayhaan Omar, Jonathan Pletts, 
Theodore Psillos, Derek Reissenzahn, Tim Sharples, Brandon Snider, Ryan 
Solomons, Karl Stapelberg, Peter Thacker and Brandon Thomas

All Rounders
Arthur Fisher, Carl-Phillip Lehmann, Chris Kode, Laurence Mort and Stefan 
Dominicus

Service
Carl-Phillip Lehmann (Chapel), Jeremy Wilkinson (democritus), Rhiyaan Smith (fencing)

ibsC CONfErENCE
during the recent holidays bishops, in 
association with rondebosch, wynberg, 
saCs and wpps hosted the 22nd annual 
international boys school Coalition (ibsC) 
conference at bishops which sought to address 
the theme of  “Lessons from madiba”.  

when preparation began for the conference 
there was an outbreak of  Ebola in africa and 
we were unsure whether this would affect 
attendance by international delegates.  the 
ibsC told us that we could statistically expect 
half  the delegates to be international, and they 
also indicated they would be happy with a total 
of  450 delegates.  

in the end we had 600 delegates plus 
over 50 spouses attending and the statistical 
predictions were correct: half  were 
international delegates.

we were determined to succeed at a number 
of  levels with the conference and did.  we 
were not responsible for the entire programme, 
but that part for which we were responsible 
we were determined was going to be “proudly 
south african”.  we also wanted to make sure, 
much like the world Cup held here some years 
ago, that our organisation and logistics could 
not be faulted.

five of  the six key note speakers were south 
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africans and they were either good or very 
good.  the conference started with archbishop 
Emeritus desmond tutu, in probably his last 
ever public appearance.  he ensured that the 
atmosphere in the chapel, where the plenary 
sessions were held, was electric merely through 
his presence, but the challenges he posed in 
his speech intensified the atmosphere.  justice 
Edwin Cameron delivered an address that 
was rated by many international delegates 
as the best conference speech they had ever 
heard.  wilhelm verwoerd, grandson of  the 
architect of  apartheid, and a rhodes scholar 
(paul roos) spoke of  his damascus experience 
while at Oxford and the profound lessons he 
learnt from madiba that underpin his work 
today.  the conference closed with rory steyn, 
madiba’s bodyguard for five years, reinforcing 
the conference theme through the lessons he 
learnt from madiba.

the organising committee was also 
responsible for the next level of  speakers, of  
which there were eight.  Of  the eight, three 
were former members of  the bishops staff, 
another was ian mcCullum and another was 
a vet speaking about the plight of  the rhinos.  
One was a contact from australia who spoke 
about creating classroom spaces for the 21st 
century.  a comment made by the director 
of  the ibsC, when he went to listen to ian 
mcCullum on the final day of  the conference, 
was “i thought the conference simply couldn’t 
get any better and then i went to listen to ian 
mcCullum and cried because i was so moved 
by what he shared with us”.

as already mentioned the conference closed 
with rory steyn. Never before in the 22-year 
history of  ibsC conferences had so many 
delegates attended the final session of  the 

conference.  
the ibsC itself  was responsible for large 

numbers of  speakers speaking simultaneously 
at breakaway sessions. the Executive 
director of  isasa wrote extensively about 
the conference in his recent quarterly report 
to members and had this to say about the 
‘breakout’ sessions, in particular:

“The conference was notable for the ‘breakout’ 
sessions which were led by delegates and which we 
should perhaps start to explore at ISASA conferences. 
Of  the 600 delegates, 200 delegates were presenters at 
the conference.”

as already mentioned, we were determined 
to make sure our organisation and logistics 
were faultless. details worth mentioning are:

Every presenter received a hand-turned pen 
made by a bishops teacher, mervin walsh, 
from an indigenous south african hardwood 
sourced sustainably.  

the mallett Centre was turned into a social 
hub that looked fabulous with world class wi-fi 
and huge electronic displays to boot. Our 
thanks to the College pa for the new curtains!

Exhibitors in the mallett Centre were 
ecstatic at the interest shown because delegates 
were continuously attracted back to the space.

the campus looked as good as you may 
ever have seen it. staff worked round the clock 
before the conference, from every division of  
the school, to ensure this was the case.

the weather throughout the conference was 
simply magnificent, making the campus look 
even better.

a deputy from a really old school in the uk 
phoned home to say that they must include 
the following question in the interviews they 
were busy holding for an it director: “what 
would you do at our school to ensure that 
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a conference for 650 delegates (spouses 
attended much of  the conference) has world 
class iCt provision?” he told me he did this 
because his school could not presently do 
what bishops, through sally bowes and her 
team, had managed to achieve.

Origin Caterers, our recently appointed 
caterers, were outstanding. One 
international delegate admitted to me that 
he went up for three helpings of  babotie!

we celebrated the fact that we were 
located in the heart of  the sa wine lands.  
the Constantia wine farms collaborated 
with us beautifully by providing wine tastings 
on the opening evening and spectacular 
visits to their farms with dedicated wine 
tastings during the conference.  the picture 
below shows the busses lining the avenue 
ready to take delegates to the farms.

there were enormous logistical 
arrangements that needed to be done in 
order to ensure that the right people were 
in the right place at the right time with 
fully functional and furnished venues. Cheryl 
douglas led a team that ensured these logistics 
and many others were faultless.

Close to 40 bishops staff, from across all 
three campuses, attended the conference and 
told us they were both inspired and incredibly 
proud to teach at bishops.

there are three outcomes of  the conference 
that should be highlighted for the purposes of  
this report:

the conference served to build the bishops’ 
brand across the world. there are 300 
member schools of  the ibsC and most (approx 
2/3rds) were represented at the conference.  
the delegates were seriously impressed by the 
school and having the plenary sessions in the 

chapel added the cherry on the top.  
the organisation of  the conference was 

a collaborative effort and as a consequence 
significant professional relationships have 
developed amongst the organising schools, 
which will benefit all of  us.

Every south african walked away from 
the conference as proud as punch.  we don’t 
have to stand back to anyone when it comes to 
sourcing international quality speakers from 
within our country and providing a world 
class conference in terms of  organisation. we 
realised again that we have a story to share 
about our country which is inspiring to the 
entire world, thanks to the Lessons… we 
continue to learn… from madiba.

Vernon Wood
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May 2015 – 
August 2015
all too soon 
the middle 
of  the year is 
upon us. we 
have waved 
the mid-year 
holidays a 
fond farewell 
and are well 
and truly into 
the winter 
term. we 
celebrated 
mid-term Eucharist on ascension day and 
moved from there to the Confirmation 
Camp at the mizpah campsite in Grabouw. 
we combined with the girls from st 
Cyprian’s and had a deeply spiritual time 
as we wrestled with God’s word and what it 
means to a Christian in the modern world. 
we were also addressed by the rev. Canon 
racheal mash, provincial Environmental 
Co-ordinator, and the rev. rene august 
who discussed the need for Christians to 
be involved in the world at large. thanks 
go to the rev. Natalie simons-arendse, 
Chaplain of  st Cyprian’s, and mrs sharon 
witbooi, chef  extraordinaire. Confirmation 
2015 culminated with a beautiful service 
of  Confirmation at the herschel theatre 
on sunday 23 august. twenty seven 
boys, a sister of  one of  the matrics (Eden 
paarwater) and our school physio, megan 
petrie, were confirmed by archbishop 

thabo makgoba. 
alpha has come to bishops in the form 

of  a parent-driven initiative. we have been 
blessed to have a group of  visionary parents 
in the prep College who have worked hard at 
creating and co-ordinating an alpha Course 
for parents. this started with a reception and 
introduction evening in the new woodlands 
pavillion, hosted by the parents with Gray 
kirsten as speaker. it was good to see a 
number of  new faces in the crowd. alpha 
is now travelling the journey of  faith and 
discovery week by week in the day boys’ 
dining hall with a group of  about 40. many 
thanks to Origins Caterers for their fine meals 
and dedicated service and to the wonderful 
speakers and leaders, under the leadership 
of  Neville wellington, who have made this 
alpha event possible at bishops. 

it was good to meet many international 
visitors to the College during the holidays, 

Confirmation Sunday at Herschel

ChapLaiN’s NOtEs
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especially during the international boys 
schools Coalition conference. the memorial 
Chapel was used as the main venue and the 
brooke Chapel was used for daily worship. a 
variety of  services occurred with an average 
of  55 participants daily. 

at the beginning of  the third term, the 
Chaplain and prep school youth pastor 
(justin woolls) were privileged to attend the 
annual Chaplains’ Conference hosted by st 
andrews, st mary’s and kingswood College 
in Grahamstown. among the highlights of  
the conference was meeting the dean of  the 
Cathedral of  st michael, andrew hunter, a 
historical tour of  the rhodes Campus and 
the College of  the transfiguration where 
anglican clergy are in training, the quiet 
day spent with the monks at the  mariya 
we umama themba monastery, visits to 
the village of  salem and bushman’s river 
(site of  the dias Cross & the first act of  
Christian worship in the southern part of  
africa), speakers including harry dugmore 
(of  madam & Eve fame), diana hornby 

(director of  
Community 
Engagement at 
rhodes), the new 
director of  suis 
(Greg wynn) 
and alan weyer 
(local historian 
talking on the 
frontier wars). 
we were able 
to worship and 
to experience 
a number of  
beautiful chapels 

in the difference school and community 
settings and came away refreshed and 
enthusiastic to continue God’s work in our 
various schools.  

we look forward to the third term 
Evensong service which will take place on 26 
august at 1830 in the memorial Chapel. it 
is always good to welcome visitors and guests 
to this service. 

pastorally, we have said our sad farewells 
to brendan ryan, diana kriel, Graham 
English, stewart (peter) mcintosh and helen 
Eriksen. we were also able to celebrate the 
baptism of  juliet mead, Evie Carter and Leo 
viedge and the weddings of  james Leuner 
to jo-anne hagen and telisha de villiers to 
Grant van staden. may their lives together 
be richly blessed. 

we look forward to the final quarter of  
2015 and to all the services of  advent and 
Christmas. please feel free to do come along 
and be a part of  the worshiping community 
of  bishops at any time. 
Rev. Terry Wilke

Archbishop Desmond Tutu and Guy Pearson at the IBSC
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during the june holiday Alex Van 
Hoogstraten, Connor Price, Andre 
Truter, Tadgh Dewar and Xander 
Gower, along with dads, mark van 
hoogstraten (Od) and kevin dewar, and 
phil Court and his daughter, Christine, 
travelled to tanzania to climb kilimanjaro.  
preparations for the trip included a number 
of  hikes on table mountain and meetings to 
organise the appropriate kit. they ascended 
using the machame route and spent six 
days on the mountain.  the route took in 
places such as shira plateau, Lava tower, 

the barranco wall and the karanga Gorge. 
the group had a great deal of  fun together 
hiking and camping on the slopes of  this 
gigantic volcano – the world’s highest free 
standing mountain. kilimanjaro is a unique 
mountain because you move through five 
different ecological zones en route to the 
summit. reaching uhuru peak was a tough, 
but exhilarating, and emotional experience 
for everyone. the sunrise over kenya and 
the views of  the crater and summit glaciers 
were spectacular.  
Phil Court

kiLimaNjarO - juNE 2015

The intrepid climbers summit Kilimanjaro.
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On 14 august 2015, the bishops society and 
the music department hosted a concert at 
bishops at which the father and son team, 
david and shaun Little, played a selection 
of  classical music - shaun Little (Oboe), his 
father, david, (Clarinet) and maestro victor 
tichart on the piano. the programme of  
works included johann sebastian bach 
(sonata for oboe and piano), robert 
schumann (three romances for clarinet 
and piano), francis poulenc (sonata for 

clarinet and piano) and Carlo yvon (sonata 
in f-minor for Cor anglais and piano). the 
concert was well attended and the audience 
greatly appreciated listening to fine music 
from the trio of  accomplished musicians, a 
rare treat. it was commented that the yvon 
piece was not one easily heard played here.  
the next concert is in march 2016, for 
further details please contact paul murray: 
pmurray@bishops.org.za
Paul Murray  

thE bishOps sOCiEty

Shaun Little David Little
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Education is often an uncomfortable process; 
it is a process shrouded in ‘chance’, but this 
concept of  ‘chance’ often can lead to some 
of  the greatest creative moments in one’s 
life; when one puts down everything one 
knows and attempts something new – there 
is nothing more humbling, yet also more 
exciting! i am sure that a large number of  
boys experienced this on the days of  the 2015 
bishops Eisteddfod (22nd – 24th june) when 
attempting something which they maybe 
had to-date not yet tried. this is core to the 
Eisteddfod experience and where the real 
value of  this cultural celebration lies.

so, if  we see the prelim process as that 
‘chance ‘ experience, then there were 1459 
‘chances’ taken before the Eisteddfod day 
(music 695, speech 764, artworks 429)  and 
it was amazing to see the talent that emerged 
from all corners of  the bishops campus!

this year was no doubt the best managed 
(from the boys’ side) Eisteddfod ever. the prelims 
ran almost seamlessly and the communication of  

the boys to their peers was absolutely fantastic. 
it has been a fascinating process, over the past 
few years, watching the boys learn to manage the 
entry process, the prelims and then the run-up 
rehearsals. and then they begin to understand 
the principles behind project management. this 
was one of  the most rewarding aspects of  this 
year’s Eisteddfod.

the greatest growth this year was certainly 
around the drama and, particularly pleasing, 
the quality of  the plays written by the boys. 
the theme this year was ‘Courage does 
Not always roar’. all houses seemed to 
approach this topic with a sense of  innate 
understanding and sophistication. 

the inter house singing competition was 
also once again taken to a new level by the boys 
with the slickness of  performances by all of  the 
houses being awe-inspiring. what was even 
more rewarding to see was the unbelievable 
growth in the overall standard presented by the 
boarding houses – i look forward to the year 
when a boarding house takes the singing Owl – 

‘Art is not what you see, but what you make others see.’ 
Edgar Degas
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and this is not too far off !
finally, we as the bishops 

community would once 
again like to thank bdO 
and, in particular, antonie 
van der hoek (managing 
partner of  bdO, Cape town) 
and Charne dry for their 
incredible support and their 
continued sponsorship of  the 
event.
Mark Mitchell

after all was practised and performed, the following 
were the final results of  the 2015 bishops Eisteddfod:
Visual Arts Owl Birt House
Performance Owl Ogilvie House
Drama Ogilvie House
Movement Birt House
Speech Owl Ogilvie House
Music Owl Gray House
Inter House Singing Owl Mallett House
Prelim Owl School House
Boarding Owl School House 
Overall Eisteddfod Owl Ogilvie House
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“Unless 
I speak, you 

won’t see 
me.”
Marty Rubin
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“Speech is 
the voice of 
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“Don’t act. Be.”
April Henry
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“Theatre 
demands 
different 

muscles and 
different 

aspects of one’s 
personality.”

Victor Garber

DRAMA

VISUAL ARTS

“Creativity takes 
courage.”
Henri Matisse

MUSIC

“When words fail, 
Music speaks”
H.C. Anderson

SPEECH

“Speech belongs half 
to the speaker, half to 
the listener.”  
Michel de Montaigne

DRAMA

                         
“Don’t act. Be.”  
April Henry



Every time you buy a pack of Vital supplements
R1 is donated to the Vital Foundation, which funds 

organisations fighting woman and child abuse.
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The biggest arts festival in the world?  that’s a 
pretty big claim, but the Edinburgh festival 
fringe has the amazing facts to back it up. 
here are a few: 3314 shows were staged for 
the 2015 festival; 50 459 performances were 
scheduled in 313 venues; 1778 performances 
were world premieres; tens of  thousands of  
performers, representing companies from 49 
countries appeared; a total of  807 free shows 
were included in the programme; a total of  
2 298 090 tickets were sold, and, at the very 
least, one million visitors were expected!  
so, pretty big then? 

after an exhausting 24-hour journey 33 
relieved bishops boys, and five even more 
thankful staff members, arrived in the city 
of  Edinburgh to perform at the Edinburgh 
festival fringe - ‘the largest arts festival on 
the planet’.  Over the next six days the boys 
in Cold Stone Jug and in Simply Blue busked 

on the royal mile, charmed festival-goers, 
and performed to appreciative audiences 
at their Grassmarket festival venue.  when 
they were not performing, they enjoyed the 
talents of  other festival performers ranging 
from comedians to musicians and acapella 
groups, from a raw production of  Rent to a 
rollicking production of  Noises Off, culminating 
in the magnificent spectacle that was the 
Edinburgh military tattoo 2015 – complete 
with pyrotechnics and a cast of  hundreds.  
they also immersed themselves in the sights 
and sounds of  Edinburgh, with a couple even 
going to extraordinary heights to enjoy the 
spectacular views, explored the catacombs 
beneath the ancient city, climbed all 287 steps 
of  the scott monument, marvelled at the 
Castle, perched high above the city, enjoyed 
the majesty of  holyrood palace, summited 
arthur’s seat, which was conveniently situated 

EdiNburGh fEstivaL friNGE

Bishops Touring Party
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right behind our residence at Chancellor’s 
Court at the Edinburgh university, 
navigated the public transport system, and 
the personalities that come with it, came to 
love the sound of  the bagpipes that could be 
heard 24/7, and pretty much lapped up every 
precious second of  what was a once-in-a-
lifetime experience.

the tour ended with two days in London 
where Simply Blue impressed the Ods at a 
performance in the historic museum of  the 
Order of  st john. we navigated the London 
underground, shopped till we dropped in 
Oxford street and regent street, visited 
harrods, Camden market, piccadilly Circus 
and Covent Gardens; and bathed in the 

history of  the vibrant city.  a highlight of  
the London leg of  the tour was attending 
the thrilling production of  Miss Saigon, on 
the west End, where we were amazed by the 
talented cast and the special effects which 
included a helicopter landing on the stage!  
the cast of  Cold Stone Jug was incredibly 
moved by an excellent production of  Billy 
Elliot too.  

it was a happy and successful tour and 
we commend the boys on the level of  
professionalism in their productions, their 
impeccable behaviour and for being excellent 
ambassadors of  both bishops and south 
africa.
Wayne Tucker and Marion Bradley

Home for a weekGrassmarket: Venue 18

Show Posters

Bishops conquers Edinburgh!
Edinburgh Military Tattoo
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at the start of  the recent winter vacation, 
another College french tour set off for the 
Côte d’Azur, where fifteen boys were to spend 
the next three and a half  weeks. this trip 
was to become a resounding success on all 
levels: the young men saw and did a great 
deal as they ticked off the many different 
excursions on their jam-packed programme; 
they ate especially well, making many culinary 
discoveries en route (including frogs’ legs, 
tapenade and even anchoïade!); and, as an added 
bonus, their french improved significantly with 
every passing day! 

their first two weeks were spent in beautiful 

Nice, the jewel of  the riviera. here the boys 
were hosted by local families while attending 
morning lessons at a downtown language 
school. Each afternoon was spent visiting 
nearby attractions and places of  interest. 
during these excursions, the pupils spent time 
in local museums and markets, travelling up 
and down the coast, from Cannes in the west 
right across to menton (on the italian border) 
in the east. On bicycles and boats, in trains and 
buses, the young tourists ensured that hardly 
a stone was left unturned! having been to 
antibes and juan-les-pins, having visited vence 
and monaco, they found it a real challenge to 

bishOps frENCh tOur 2015

The tour party in a beautiful square in Uzès
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settle on their favourite outing during this time 
… as always, however, the beautiful town of  
villefranche probably ended up on top of  the 
pile!

after this initial fortnight, the tour party 

then travelled some 300 kilometres away from 
the sea to reach the very heart of  provence: 
their next base was to be near the charming 
market town of  Carpentras at the foot of  
mont ventoux (a regular challenge for cyclists 
on the annual Tour de France). here again, they 
got to see a great deal of  all that is on offer 
in this lovely region. they cycled through 
lavender fields in full bloom, they kayaked 
under the famous roman aqueduct at the pont 
du Gard, they attended the spectacular bastille 
day celebrations hosted by the nearby town of  
malaucène and also went on a guided tour of  
the medieval abbeye de sénanque.

the last three days of  the tour provided 
the real highlight, however: having relocated 
to the quiet provençal town of  Castellane, 
the tourists went on a full-day canyoning 
adventure in the Gorges du verdon, an 
amazing outing which the boys will surely 
remember for a very long time. wrapped 
up in wet-suits and jackets, wearing helmets 
and carrying water-tight drums packed with 
drinks and picnic goodies, the youngsters 
spent an hour following a trail that led them 
right down to the water; the rest of  the day 
was spent swimming in and out of  deep and 
dark canyons, occasionally stopping to jump 
off high ledges into the cool turquoise water 
… all in all, this was indeed a most magical 
experience.

throughout the tour, the young men 
received compliments from all manner of  
folk: the headmistress of  their language 
school, restaurant managers, bus-drivers, 
tour guides ... all seemed most impressed 
by the visitors’ manners and courtesy! well 
done to them!

Warwick Richter

Canyoning!

In Menton, at the tomb of William Webb Ellis

Kayaking in front of the Pont du Gard
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bishOps sOCiEtiEs

AFRICAN RELATIONS SOCIETY
Chairperson:
Rayhaan Surve
Teacher-in-
Charge:
Mr W. Steenkamp
the society focused 
on the african 
continent, african 
economic and social 
development as well 
as african politics. 
the society met regularly as well as attended 
various culture evenings at surrounding 
schools, like rhenish Girls’ high school.  plans 
for our own cultural evening are underway.  
the following members earned their ties in 
2015: Siya Qamwana, Tristan Leyds, 
Yazini Dube, Musa Nyangiwe, Akha 
Manjezi, Lubelo Scott, Menzi Cetywayo, 
Dylan Evans, Duma Gcabashe, Sisa 
Liwani, Nathan Maimba, Lukhanyo 
Mntonintshi, Sanele Mayosi, Lindani 
Ngcokoto, Bulelani Ngqukuvana, Siya 
Sonja, Andile Themba and Ronald 
Walters. i would like to thank the outgoing 
executive: Rayhaan Surve, Avela Biko, 
Phiwe Mayosi and Ross Willis for their 
hard work over the past two years. i would like 
to congratulate the new Executive for 2016: 
Akha Manjezi (Chair), Musa Nyangiwe 
(vice Chair), Yazini Dube (secretary) 
and Sanele Mayosi on their respective 
appointments. 
Will Steenkamp

ASTRONOMY
Teacher-in-
Charge:
Mr G. Robertson
astronomy is a 
society where 
students with a 
keen interest in all 
things interstellar, 
whether it be quasars 
or black holes or 
aliens, gather to 
listen to interesting speeches by various 
speakers and contribute in forms of  
debate and discussion.  we kicked off  this 
year with an interesting topic, ‘what is 
the biggest object in the universe?’. this 
seemed to set the mode for the year as 
curiosity drew more students this year 
than were members of  the society, while 
those who couldn’t attend hinted to other 
students that they wished they could have 
attended. we were fortunate enough to 
have ms hunt, a student teacher with a 
vast background in astronomy, who gave 
brilliant and captivating talks, and deeper 
insight into various topics. we wish to say 
thank you to her for answering our endless 
questions and her beyond-helpful help. it 
has been an interesting year in the study 
of  astronomy and next year we believe it 
will be even better. any student interested 
in joining the society can email mr 
robertson at grobertson@bishops.org.za 
Renda Tshifularo, Soo-Min Lee and Alan Pohl

SOCIETY
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WHERE DID THE UNIVERSE BEGIN?

WHY NOT TRY TO UNDERSTAND 
IT BETTER? 

IT’S HUMBLING! APPRECIATE THE 
UNIVERSE AND WHERE WE FIT IN THE 

GREATER SCHEME OF THINGS

USE ASTRONOMY TO BETTER UNDERSTAND 
NATURAL PHENOMENA HERE ON EARTH

LIFE ELSEWHERE? EXPLORE THE OPTIONS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES? MATHEMATICAL, 
SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, PHILOSOPHY
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BOOK CLUB
Teacher-in-Charge:
Mrs N. Freund
the book Club 
meeting this term 
was an informal one 
at which we chatted 
about books that 
had been and were 
being read by the 
members. discussion 
was lively and ended up with a debate as 
to whether the Games of  Thrones books were 
well-depicted in the television series or not 
(consensus was that it was as well done as 
possible, although left out a lot of  detail). 
the quality of  writing in the infamous 50 

Shades of  Grey was even mentioned, although 
it turned out that none of  the boys had 
actually read it! i was heartened to know 
that all the members are avid readers 
(both books and e-books) and that some 
of  the seniors have sophisticated reading 
tastes. some of  the members of  the book 
Club were part of  the bishops’ team that 
participated in the battle of  the books, 
which took place in april at bergvliet high 
school. Our team came 4th out of  20 
schools, a fantastic climb from last year’s 
position of  10th. the evening was hosted 
by john matham and questions ranged from 
shakespeare to fantasy to animal stories, 
amongst others.
Nella Freund

BOOK CLUB 
Have time to discuss favourite books

Meet with other enthusiastic readers

Be introduced to and explore new literary genres

Be exposed to both authors and journalists and their work

Participate in the annual Battle of the Books  with other participating schools

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE BISHOPS 

The Battle of the Books: Taahir Bhorat, Alexander Peile, Tyger 
Thompson, Miles Boeddinghaus and Angus Longmore
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DANCE
Teachers-in-
Charge: 
Mr and Mrs P. Court
 the dance society 
follows the same 
format each year with 
20 bishops boys and 20 
herschel girls meeting 
three times a term to 
learn various dance 
steps – the waltz, foxtrot, rhumba, cha-cha, 
rock n’ roll, jive and langarm.   this year’s 
‘intake’ has made good progress.  they are 
enjoying dancing and getting to know one 
another.  
Phil Court  

DEBATING
Chairperson:
Desmond Fairall
Teacher-in-Charge:
Ms J. Stielau
the bishops senior 
rotary league team 
(Alexander Peile, 
Lloyd Jones, Taahir 
Bhorat, Ziyaad 
Bawa, Nikolaos 
Tapanlis and Desmond Fairall) did not 
make the break for the Octofinals, but the 
bishops junior League team made it through 
to the semi-finals. Desmond Fairall 
represented the sa schools side in singapore. 
we were invited to enter senior and junior 

SOCIETY
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The ability to dance well is a great social skill
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Get to meet and socialise with a group of Herschel girls

Grow in confidence as they progress as dancers

It is a lot of fun and some exercise!
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 Infinite possibilities
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Sharpen your analytical skills

 Persuade stylishly

Show unassailable panache

Use Invincible arguments

Dance Society 2015 New Dances Take Concentration
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sides in the provincial debating tournament. 
the bishops junior side, comprising Max 
Tedder, Tom Janisch, Nic Vine-Morris 
and Derek Reissenzahn took first place. 
Max Tedder and Derek Reissenzahn 
made it into the top ten junior speakers at 
the tournament. Derek Reissenzahn and 
Desmond Fairall, as junior and senior 
speakers, respectively, were selected for 
further training for the provincial side.
Jo Stielau

DEMOCRITUS
Teacher-in-Charge:
Mr K. Warne
democritus is one 
of  the lesser known 
societies at bishops, 
but nonetheless its 
members become 
(happily) consumed 
by its projects. it is 
the science society at 

bishops, named after the creator of  basic 
atomic theory. at democritus we build and 
experiment with scientific projects, often 
learning material way past the matric syllabus 
in the process.  at the moment, we have the 
hovercraft project, the rocket project and 
most recently we have begun working on a 
nuclear fusion reactor.  the hovercraft has 
been a relatively successful project; we have 
designed and built a one-person circular 
hovercraft, roughly a metre in diameter and 
have spent many open periods on a blanket 
of  air in the old gym. Currently we are trying 
to include a steering mechanism into the 
hovercraft. the model rocket has probably 
had the most studying done, and we have 
spent many nights looking into aerodynamics, 
Cold-war era documents (as model rocketry 
really took off around that time) and literal 
rocket science. so far we have launched a few 
small model rocket kits with varying degrees 
of  success. we previously wanted to use 
h2O2 as a fuel, but unfortunately handling 
the concentrations needed is illegal without 
a permit that even the uCt Chemistry 
department has not been able to get. at this 
point in time we are changing leadership as 
well as looking into importing commercial 
model rocket fuel packs (usually called ‘rocket 
motors’). we will install these into a rocket 
body made by ourselves with a target altitude 
of  500m. the launch date will be announced 
closer to the time.  finally, the fusor project. 
still fairly young by democritus standards, 
the fusor is less a practical project and more 
one that promises heavy research and some 
very weird mechanics. we have created a 
‘low’ power version, but are looking into 
upping the power while respecting the 
energy.  Every thursday, in week b, we 

SOCIETY
look beyond the syllabus! 

Expose you to science concepts and topics that are current, relevant and  
topical

Provide opportunities for you to hear speakers and discuss topics informally  
with experts in the field

Allow you to become involved in collaborative projects that have international 
and global significance

Provide opportunities for you to visit places of scientific importance

Give you a broader appreciation and insight of the importance and inner  
workings of scientific endeavor

We aim to:

Bishops SOCIETIES

DEMOCRITIS SCIENCE 

Andrew Attieh (OD) and the victorious Bishops 
Junior Debating Team
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host an interest session where students 
can come along, watch some interesting 
youtube videos, and discuss what they 
want amongst the members, and it is a great 
way for enthusiastic students to further 
their knowledge. finally, democritus also 
provides its members, with first bid over 
some amazing outings that are organised 
by universities and other organisations each 
year, which this year included two particle 
physics masterclasses. any student interested 
in joining the society and being involved in 
its projects can email boyd kane at bkane@
bishops.org.za or jeremy wilkinson at 
jwilkinson@bishops.org.za
Boyd Kane and Jeremy Wilkinson

DRAMA
Chairperson:
Sozon Sarandis
Teacher-in-Charge:
Mr W. Tucker
Our society members 
were treated to 
four animated, and 
dynamic, workshops 
over the past two 
terms, and we thank 
sunette strydom (vice principal of  the helen 
O’ Grady drama academy) for facilitating 
these workshops and sharing her energy, 
expertise and passion for her craft with the 
boys.  theatre sports, improvisation, vocal 
techniques, monologues and characterisation 
formed the core of  these workshops. the 
workshop in the third term was facilitated by 
sharief  petersen and saw society members 
learning stage fighting techniques – great fun 
was had by all and a boisterous and sweaty 
group devoured the cokes and doughnuts 

after the exhausting session.  Once again, 
both the Eisteddfod drama and movement 
sections were of  a high standard.  both 
events had the memorial theatre bursting 
at the seams as everyone crowded in to see 
the different houses perform.  the topic 
for the 2015 drama was: Courage does not 
always roar!  the drama was adjudicated by 
duncan rice, Gavin pollock and sunette 
strydom – all extremely well-versed in the 
nuances of  performance and the dramatic 
arts.  Once again the directors were given 
a comprehensive list of  dos and don’ts by 
the adjudicators, before the event, and this 
certainly helped the quality of  the final 
product.  the movement section was 
adjudicated by Caely-jo Levy and deb 
jardine. we were indeed very privileged to 
have adjudicators of  such high quality again 
this year.  Ogilvie house won the drama 
section and birt house won the movement 
section.  the overall performance Owl 
winner for 2015 was Ogilvie house.  mitchell 
Christy (birt) was named ‘best actor’ and 
Ogilvie house was awarded ‘best director’.  
for the second year, a ‘best script’ award was 
announced.  school house won the award.  
another excellent year for drama at bishops! 
Wayne Tucker

FORUM
Chairperson:
Jordan van Tonder
Teacher-in-Charge:
Dr P. Murray
at the first meeting, 
mandy johnson, an 
industrial psychologist, 
spoke on, ‘what is 
mindfulness and why 
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We are all natural storytellers 

Life is improvisation – the spontaneous response to new 
and unexpected situations
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does it matter?’  she explained mindfulness as 
a largely misunderstood innate capacity in all 
of  us.  she explored and expelled myths that 
exist.  together we can begin to taste what this 
‘way of  being’ feels like by engaging in specific 
introductory practices, such as an attitude of  
curiosity, and by suspending judgement.  ms 
johnson took members through strategies, 
which proved interesting and useful to all.  
One of  these was to learn ways to create a 
better understanding of  how we can be more 
skillful in the face of  adversity and how we 
might enhance the mindfulness in ourselves for 
the sake of  others.

the second talk of  the season was by 
dr mariette wheeler, who at the time was 
teaching in the biology department at 
bishops. the topic of  her talk was, ‘through 
snow and ice to seabirds and seals at marion 
island’.  it consisted of  a presentation on her 
research, life and adventures as part of  the 
research team on sub-antarctic marion island, 
with a ppt to illustrate.  the talk created great 
intrigue and enhanced an understanding of  
scientific research by an expert in her field.
Jordan van Tonder

GLOBAL ISSUES NETWORK (GIN)
Chairperson:
Jeremy Wilkinson
Teacher-in-Charge:
Mrs C. Douglas
the last six months of  
the GiN society have 
been filled with many 
exciting activities 
and prospects. the 
committee’s goal 
for this year was to get involved with more 
schools in our outreach and although 

initially unsuccessful, inspiration struck at an 
unexpected time. the headmaster of  a local 
disadvantaged school, thomas wildschutt 
primary, came to talk to our GiN society 
one evening and immediately gained our 
attention with his kind nature. subsequently 
the GiN society can proudly say that it has 
set up collaborations between bishops and 
thomas wildschutt, with them now being a 
part of  the Grade 10 Civics Outreach Group 
and an atlas and recorder drive on the go, 
to try and raise the facilities of  the heart-
warming school.  rhiyaan smith organised 
a jazz band Concert to raise funds for this 
school. michael thomson inspired us with his 
short notice firefighter sticker drive, where he 
sold stickers at the Cape argus to raise money 
for the fire fighters who fought in the recent 
mountain fires, and a group of  Grade 11s has 
collaborated with mr Noel and mrs douglas 
on the working with Nature project wherein 
they studied complexity theory and how 
to apply biomimicry to various issues. the 
coming months look busy and exciting for us 
as we turn a new leaf  of  leadership and the 
Grade 11s look to begin taking responsibility. 
we have exciting new projects ahead of  us 
from rhino sculptures to fund raising concerts.
Jeremy Wilkinson

HISTORICAL BENCH
Chairperson:
Robert Lees
Teacher-in-Charge:
Dr P. Murray
term 2: Our topic 
was the recent Crisis 
in ukraine and the 
conflict within that 
area. we then also 
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discussed a few issues surrounding 
the rhodes statue at uCt. the 
meeting was very well attended 
and many of  the boys had clearly 
done research on the topic as 
they had well-informed opinions 
and thoughts which allowed for 
active and thought-provoking 
debate. term 3: we addressed 
the topic of  the 2015 general 
election in the uk and the 
issues surrounding it. there was 
an excellent response from the 
boys; they engaged actively in the 
topic and expressed well-thought 
out ideas and opinions. there has 
been a clear improvement in the 
intellectual level at which members 
are discussing the topics. 
Robert Lees

HISTORY
Chairperson:
Aiden Bizony
Secretary: 
Daniel Goldberg
Teacher-in-
Charge: 
Dr Rodney Warwick
we have hosted 
several meetings so 
far this year, the first 
being on 25 february when dave stewart, 
the Executive Chairman of  the fw de klerk 
foundation and once a bishops parent, 
spoke about the then topical issue regarding 
one of  Cape town’s motor freeways being 
named after this former president. there 
had been some adverse comment thereon 
in local newspapers, with which mr stewart 

disagreed, but he also explained aspects of  
south african nineteenth and twentieth 
century history, which in his opinion, required 
careful contextualisation concerning our 
comprehending how often directly polarised 
popular historical understandings result in the 
average citizen’s mind only imbibing a single 
and usually exclusive variation thereof.     

On 4 march 2015, tony Leon, the former 
leader of  the da opposition and recent 
south african ambassador to argentina, 
discussed his current life of  writing and 

SOCIETY 
Encourages interest historical issues

Provides a forum for discussion/debate on varied viewpoints

Promotes awareness of both national and international politics

Invites a wide variety of guests to stimulate intellectual enrichment – 
advocates, analysts, forensic scientist, politicians...

Organises outings
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political consulting. 
mr Leon spoke in 
particular regarding 
his strong belief  in a 
meritocratic society 
where libertarianism 
forms a central 
component, 
besides the vital 
role of  education 
receiving priority 
in south africa, 
but freed from the 
encumbrances 
of  left-wing 
ideologically driven 
and damaging trade unionism. mr Leon 
fielded a range of  questions from the audience 
concerning current sa politics.        

On 20 may several of  our students 
attended a breakfast held by the Centre for 
Constitutional rights and the school of  
public Leadership at stellenbosch, supported 

by the konrad adenauer 
foundation. the guest 
speaker was justice albert 
“albie” sachs, formally 
of  the sa Constitutional 
Court. much of  justice 
sachs’s talk focussed 
upon his perceptions 
of  former aNC leader 
Oliver tambo being a 
champion of  democracy 
and non-racialism, besides 
how the Constitution was 
a bulwark protecting all 
south africans rights. my 
own comment to justice 

sachs was that a number of  eminent current 
south african historians would not quite 
share his descriptions of  either tambo or 
his organisation’s history. the breakfast 
was very enjoyable and the boys attending 
closely followed the question and answer 
session between audience members and 

A breakfast held by the Centre for Constitutional Rights and the School 
of Public Leadership at Stellenbosch, supported by the Konrad Ade-
nauer Foundation: Aiden Bizony, William Baldwin and Jarryd Lurie

Justice Albie Sachs and Gabriel Makin
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justice albie sachs.
On 4 august we were addressed by 

professor david benatar, head of  the 
philosophy department at uCt, who took 
a close look at the terms “transformation” 
and “decolonisation” – these with regard 
to recent loud, highly publicised protests at 
leading south african universities by students 
demanding the purported urgent need 
to accelerate both the above, particularly 
regarding university curricula, and that sa 
universities students and staff profiles must 
reflect south african racial demographics. 
professor benatar explained that as far as 
curricula were concerned, the onus rested 
on those seeking dramatic change to identify 
what was supposedly obsolete, offensive…. 
and demonstrate why particular clearly 
identified “decolonised changes” were 
desirable. this was of  course bearing in 
mind that universities teach a very wide 
range of  disciplines – probably more that 
are scientific based than ideologically more 
“flexible” humanities or law.  Equally, 
according to professor benatar, there was 
no easy way around the reality that only 
a small proportion of  local school leavers 
were really suitable for university demands 
and that short of  applying some kind of  
crude social engineering to force university 
racial demographical change, it was 
“wishful, delusional thinking” to imagine 
staff and student demographics would 
change rapidly at uCt. there was much 
in professor benatar’s presentation that was 
fresh and logical regarding taking a clearer 
and rationally argued set of  position on 
“transformation” and curricula change – 
unfortunately there is not the space here to do 
his talk justice; nonetheless the boys attending 

listened to and questioned him with clearly 
great interest.        

On 12 august well known south african 
historian rw johnson addressed a large 
gathering of  the history society regarding his 
latest book: How long will South Africa survive? 
The Looming Crisis. bill johnson, as he is 
better known, gave the boys a fairly complex 
lecture in recent sa economic history 
whereby he explained, amongst many other 
points, how the government over the past 
20 years has spent very heavily on securing 
the unquestionable loyalty of  “deployed 
cadres” in the public service and in public 
political office, while also repeatedly raising a 
comparatively high state expenditure on civil 
service salaries, plus the widely utilised social 
grants by the poor – these also all partly 
aimed at bolstering political loyalty. along 
with a disturbing trend by the government to 
advance tribalism and african nationalism 
to the current president’s advantage, sa 
is weighed down by complicated labour 
law including that which is racial in 
conception, which inhibits both local and 
overseas investors. bill johnson in short, 
postulated that within two to five years the 
sa government, with huge reluctance, would 
have to accept an international monetory 
fund bail-out, inevitably accompanied with 
strict conditions regarding labour laws and 
future state spending. the boys asked many 
questions and were encouraged by myself  to 
consult the book in order to attain a deeper 
understanding of  the issues discussed. 

we will probably have another history 
society meeting before the terms end; it will 
be Chairperson aiden bizony’s last meeting 
after two years in this position. besides 
often ‘fetching’ speakers from in front of  the 
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memorial Chapel, and introducing them 
to attending members, besides regularly 
reminding me of  things still to be done,  
aiden brought several innovative features into 
the society’s marketing and administration, 
including keeping a very detailed spreadsheet 
recording meeting attendances and creating 
a facebook page for the bishops history 
society. Certainly aiden has been the most 
‘techno-savvy’ chairperson over the past 
12 years of  the society’s existence. aiden 
has been a most active, reliable and helpful 
history society Chairman to work with.   
Rodney Warwick

IMPACT 
Teacher-in-Charge:
Mr K. Warne
impact is the name 
given to the acting 
Christian union at 
bishops, a society 
which meets every 
wednesday open 
period in the library. 
we aim to make an ‘impact’ on the school and 
in the community around us in the name of  
jesus. we meet weekly to strengthen our faith 
in God and explore what it means to have a 
meaningful relationship with him, celebrating 
the life we’ve been given. in addition to weekly 
meetings, we occasionally organise evening 
gatherings, participate in other Christian 
events and socials with other schools in the 
vicinity of  Cape town.the impact Café held 
last term was a great success. impact hosts 
the impact Café outside the library termly, 
and apart from the usual accompaniment of  
pancakes, muffins and coffee. it was also a 
wonderful opportunity to talk to other people 

and share the word of  God while at the same 
time raising some money for charity. impact 
was privileged to be invited to join rustenburg 
and rondebosch on their annual camp held 
at the rocklands Centre in simon’s town. 
after an entertaining weekend enjoying the 
facilities, powerful worship and the awesome 
talks given by guest speakers while meeting 
and bonding with other Christians from the 
schools, it was clear that everyone returned 
refreshed and revitalized after a weekend 
filled with the presence of  God. Each term a 
joint event is held which brings together all 
the Cus from the surrounding schools. these 
have been a great opportunity to interact with 
Cu groups from the other schools. these 
are hosted alternately between herschel and 
bishops every term. we have gained incredible 
insight and knowledge about how we should 
be living our lives for Christ. interacting with 
other schools has been very helpful with the 
growth of  our society as we have adopted new 
ideas, met amazing people and has given us 
vision of  where and how to move forward. 
the impact organising committee members 
for 2015: Daniel Tate, Drew Turpin, 
Nathan Flemming, Nicholas Janisch, 
Carl-Philip Lehmann, Josh Smith
Keith Warne

INTERACT
Chairperson:
Saadiq Brey
Teacher-in-Charge:
Mr P. Hyslop
the bishops interact 
society has many 
success stories to tell 
this year. thanks to 
our motivated head of  

BOARDERS’ CELL 
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interact for 2015, Saadiq Brey, we have had 
a committed team of  56 boys helping people 
in the broader Cape town society. in the first 
term, we hosted the annual fun frenzy event 
where we celebrated rotary’s 110th birthday 
and invited other local interact Clubs to erect 
stalls and entertain underprivileged children 
with activities such as face painting,  touch 
rugby, obstacle course racing, etc. some of  
the bishops interact members supported the 
briC 25-hour Cyclothon held at the v&a 
waterfront in aid of  habitat for humanity.  
they were able to build an entire house 
(r 50 000) with the funds raised from the 
event. Later that term, three interactors went 
on a district interact Camp. in term 2, our 
major initiative was the femme kits project. 
Our aim was to provide underprivileged school 
girls with essential toiletries. the toiletries 
collected were packaged into a box called 
the “femme kit”. thanks to the support 
of  the bishops Community, this project was 
extremely successful and we were able to 
provide hundreds of  school girls with a femme 
kit. in term 3, we were fortunate enough 
for rotary to accept and fund our r15 000 
project proposal for koeberg primary school’s 
library refurbishment. since then, we have 
had interact work parties at the school and 
the project is nearing completion. koeberg 
will also be supplied with a computer, barcode 
scanner and software to manage their stock 
and the lending of  books. simultaneously, a 
book drive at bishops College collected ±1400 
books for their Library. also in term 3, our 
interact members took part in the One-to-
One event for mentally challenged folk held 
at the milnerton trade Centre. from 08:00 
till 16:00, our stall was a popular attraction 
with the guests thoroughly participating in the 

throwing game and receiving a prize for their 
efforts. interact is also involved in other regular 
service projects.  On one thursday afternoon 
per month, a group of  members help to pack 
food parcels for child-headed families with the 
st thomas’s Church fikelela task team.  we 
also meet with rustenburg Girls’ high school 
pupils on some friday afternoons to clean up 
the black river. 2015 has been an extremely 
successful year for bishops interact.  this is 
largely due to the continued support of  the 
bishops community. thank you bishops!
James Wilson (head of  Communications)

INTERNATIONAL
Chairperson:
Edward Murphy
Teacher-in-Charge
Mr P. Court
Our first speaker in 
2015 was Vernon 
Wood who spent the 
evening sharing all 
sorts of  interesting and 
entertaining stories and 
insights with us from the travelling experiences 
he had through Europe and america during his 
long leave last year.  it was most informative and 
enriching to ‘see the world through his eyes’.  
he encouraged the boys to take opportunities 
when they come their way. Mark Mitchell 
was back in south america in january this 
year to climb aconcagua (6960m).  he came 
to tell us about his incredible 16-day journey 
on this stunning mountain.  through thorough 
preparation, attention to detail, a great deal of  
stamina, fortitude, guts, hard work, grind and a 
dose of  luck mark made it safely to the summit 
and back.  he spoke of  great companionship, 
severe cold, gale force winds, spiritual times and 

SOCIETY
Broaden your horizons
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Whet your appetite for international travel
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all the other ingredients of  an expedition of  
this nature.  One of  the quotes he left us with 
was ‘Every mountain top is within reach if  you 
just keep climbing.’ (barry finlay).  Cai Nebe 
(Od and past member of  the international 
society) joined us in term 2 to tell us about his 
university exchange experience in the united 
states and about the lengthy road trip he did 
across the country at the end of  his stay.  the 
boys were interested to hear about exchange 
opportunities that are available at university 
level. Cai’s road trip took in so many well-
known sites, but also lots of  interesting and 
beautiful places most of  us did not know about. 
Ram Barkai and Toks Viviers (both current 
bishops parents) gave us a fascinating talk about 
ice swimming!  together with some other Cape 
town swimmers they started the international 
ice swimming association and have swum in 
icy waters around the world.  the challenge is 
to swim an ice mile unassisted with a pair of  
goggles, cap and standard swimming costume in 
water that is below 5˚C!  it was very interesting 
and informative for the boys to hear all about 
what it takes to participate in an extreme 
sport:  planning, preparation, team work, grit, 
camaraderie, calculated risk and so on.
Phil Court

LINGUA FRANCA
Teacher-in-Charge:
Dr P. Murray
the first talk of  this 
season was given 
by Dr Anthony 
Makin, a parent in 
the College.  he spoke 
about his involvement 
and experiences 
as a current affairs 

documentary producer and director working 
in the middle East for the last decade or so, 
covering the iraq war, iran, saudi arabia 
and the Gulf  states and of  his experiences, 
including meeting and interviewing the head 
of  the saudi intelligence.  the stay there 
and the work he did informed his knowledge 
as to the root causes of  the rise of  islamic 
fundamentalism and the creation of  the 
islamic state (isis).  the analysis he gave 
the members of  the society was truly riveting 
and enabled them to appreciate the immense 
complexity of  the topic.  the second talk 
of  the season was by Dee Ferrandi (Od) 
who is in his honours year in Economics 
at uCt.  the topic of  dee’s address to the 
members was to provide an overview of  
options other than the normal ones which so 
many of  our boys at school go for once they 
go up to university.  it might be, according 
to dee’s analysis, that factors other than 

FRANCA
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purely financial will generate greater utility 
and enjoyment for their careers and this in 
turn would lead to an overall happier life.  
as one can see from the above two talks, 
the boys have been very fortunate to be 
exposed to brilliant speakers sharing complex 
information that will enhance their awareness 
in these fields.  
Paul Murray

PHILOSOPHY
Teacher-in-Charge:
Mrs C. Douglas
the society aims to 
create interesting, 
interactive discussion 
about a variety of  
topics and to inspire 
students to think 
critically. Last term 
was the busiest of  
the year and, as a result, we only had one 
meeting. during the meeting the society 
watched short videos about artificial 
intelligence (ai), followed by a discussion. 
the discussion dealt with many facets: the 
morality of  creating an ai, how the world 
would change if  ai existed, and whether 
humans would be safe. 12 society members 
attended the foundations in philosophy 
course run by uCt philosophy department 
over three thursday evenings. the topic 
this year was, ‘should we believe in God?’. 
Certificates were awarded to those boys who 
wrote an essay on completion of  the course.  
On monday 24 august members of  the 
philosophy society attended a talk hosted by 
the south africa institute of  international 
affairs. msusi maimane spoke on Restoring 
a Foreign Policy based on Human Rights - 

particularly in relation to Africa. an interesting 
and stimulating question and answer session 
followed the presentation.
Lloyd Jones

TEN CLUB
President:Mr V. Wood
Secretary: 
Jonti Oehley
four times this year, 
the members of  the 
ten Club have sat 
enraptured by one of  
the other member’s 
presentations. these 
meetings were enjoyed 
with pizza and scrumptious desserts and were 
graciously hosted in the mr wood’s home. 
two members presented at each meeting and 
each presentation was around 20 minutes 
long. preparing these presentations was a 
lesson in itself, and will come into great use 
later in life. with an incredible variety of  
topics, the presentations this year where 
riveting and sparked much discussion and 
debate afterwards. the Club kicked off the 
year dispelling myths about psychology and 
learning tips from Michael Thomson 
about how to get smarter. we hear and 
use sound every day to communicate, but 
Soo-Min Lee taught us about how sound 
can be weaponised to form effective crowd 
control devices. Liam Cook spoke about 
his life in China and the lessons we can 
learn from their society and ideals. Sam 
Jeffery talked about social construction 
and to what degree our world is made by 
the joint understanding of  it. we spend 
our lives working and playing, but never 
stop to think about what our consciousness 
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actually is. Josh Knipe presented on this 
thought provoking topic. Jonti Oehley 
did his presentation on taste and how your 
other senses, not only taste, affect the final 
flavour of  food. what is the true value of  
human life? Christian Cotchobos gave 
a presentation on the relative value of  
human life. Stefan Ranoszek gave his very 
interesting presentation on the economics of  
sex and the effects and economic value it has 
in society. we will soon hear from Desmond 
Fairall and Jeremy Wilkinson at our next 
and final meeting. as per tradition, this last 
meeting will also be attended by the parents 
of  the ten Club members. it has been a 
stimulating and thought-provoking year and 
an experience that we will all remember. 
Jonti Oehley

WRITING
Teacher-in-Charge:
Mrs N. Freund
the writing society aims to help boys 
improve their writing skills within a workshop 
environment, and to create a space to practise 
writing and receive constructive criticism. 
this is a new society that was only formed 
partway through the 2nd term. it was held 
every second week and, as a result, we didn’t 
have many meetings. we started out looking 
at the various elements of  writing a good 
short story and how to improve on them. 
we plan also to look at poetry, transactional 
writing, essay writing, and flash fiction, 
amongst others. 
Nella Freund

GOLF
2015 proved to be an excellent year for bishops 
golf. 2015 also brings the ‘end of  an era’ as we 
bid farewell to the Cruickshank family. the 
Cruickshanks have been synonymous with 
golf  here at the College for the past 13 years 
as Chad, and subsequently, younger brother, 
Cole (our present Captain of  Golf), have done 
duty with distinction.

Cole’s exploits on the golf  courses of  south 
africa have been nothing short of  wonderful. 
he represented his school and his province 
with distinction. he captured numerous junior 
titles throughout this year alone and continues 
to work hard at his game. Cole currently plays 
off plus two. his 5th place at the international 
dainfern Challenge was commendable when 

one considers that he was up against boys 
who play full-time golf  at the likes of  the 
tuks sports academy and the Ernie Els 
Golf  academy. most recently, he successfully 
defended his title at the bishops Golf  Champs 
and inter house Challenge held at royal Cape 
Golf  Club. Cole won this title in his Grade 10, 
11 and 12 year – a remarkable achievement!

at the time of  writing, our 1st team has 
lost only one match in the league. Our second 
team has similarly only lost one match while 
our third side played eight, won four, lost three 
and drew one, playing in the b-league! we are 
encouraging our boys to play golf  throughout 
the year. to this extent, we have joined forces 
with thE GOLf Lab in steenberg where 
boys will receive coaching and play indoor golf  

COLLEGE spOrt
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on a variety of  courses throughout the year – 
even at night!

duncan Cruickshank deserves special 
mention for his support of  bishops golf. he 
set a great example for other parents to follow 
and many of  the wonderful prizes that the 
boys were able to walk away with from our 
golf  days were thanks to his generosity. special 
mention must also be made of  mr Glen 
Gibbon (2nd team) and mr joc wrensch (3rd 
team) for their support and encouragement 
throughout the season.  Congratulations to all!

Mervin Walsh

HOCKEY
2015 has been an exciting year for bishops 
hockey. it has seen the opening of  the 
magnificent new pavilion and stands, 
coupled with a new water-based synthetic 
turf. we can now boast a world-class facility 
– so much so that international sides have 
expressed interest in holding summer camps 
on our turf  (the Chinese are bring two 
sides out in february 2016). i would like to 
take this opportunity to thank the school 
Council and Executive for their support in 
seeing this vision come to fruition.

Mervin Walsh congratulates Cole Cruickshank - Bishops Golf Champ 2015
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due to the delayed construction work, 
our pre-season was slightly curtailed. the 
1st team, u16as, u15as and u14as made 
use of  the uCt turf  in preparation for 
the usual festivals over the Easter holidays. 
the 1st team travelled to st stithian’s for 
the Easter festival before returning to 
host successfully the independent schools 
hockey festival – held jointly at hartleyvale 
and on the brand new woodlands turf. the 
u16s travelled to st andrew’s, the u15s to 
york and the u14s to uplands for their pre-
season festivals.

from an organisational point of  view, 
bishops hockey has fielded 14 hockey 
teams this year. we have continued to enter 
three u15 sides and three u16 sides in the 
u16 league – with mixed results. we also 
negotiated a reciprocal arrangement with 
uCt where bishops has made use of  their 
turf  in the afternoon and uCt has used 
the bishops turf  in the evening. this has 
meant that all teams have at least two hours 
on synthetic turf, with the a and b teams 
having three hours and the 1st team four. 
Each team has at least two “staff ” attached 
to it, either coaching or managing or both. 
mr wayne hendricks has continued this 
year as a full-time goalkeeping coach and 
video analyst. mr jason mulder remains the 
1st team assistant coach, but has extended 
his role to that of  technical coach and has 
provided valuable input with the junior 
sides.

 i would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all of  the coaching staff  and umpires 
for all of  their passion and hard work 
during the season. i believe that strong 
foundations have been laid this year, and 
bishops hockey looks set for a healthy 
future.

a number of  bishops’ hockey players 
played in various representative teams 
during the june holidays. while the 
u18 western province teams performed 
below expectations, the u16a side did 
well to defend their title at the respective 
interprovincial tournaments.

as a result of  their excellent performances 
in these tournaments, bishops hockey 
is very proud to congratulate Dayaan 
Cassiem on his selection to the u18a sa 
schools team and Tom Richardson on his 
selection to the u18b sa schools team. in 
addition, Idrees Abdulla and Bulelani 
Ngqukuvana were selected to the sa u16 
high performance squad.  team reports 
and results will be published in the next 
edition of  the magazine.
Sean Henchie

ROWING
several grade 9s attended a residential camp 
hosted at Eton College and the rowing course 
at dorney Lake in the united kingdom at 
the end of  the june/july holidays. this is 
the fourth year that bishops rowers have 
attended the camp, which has proved to be 

BISHOPS WP REPRESENTATIVES:
wp u18a: Justin Nel, Lloyd Gardener, Tom Richardson, Dayaan Cassiem and Wesley Gardener
wp u16a:  Idrees Abdulla, Malachy Barbour and Bulelani Ngqukuvana
wp disa u18: Chris Rhode
wp disa u16: Liam Dicker, Daniel Nelson and Tom Warren
wp disa u14: Chris Clarke, Ziggy Dalton and Kieran Seggie
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very successful for the development of  the 
boys, showing in the results locally following 
their return.  three boats took part in the 
annual ‘melk run’ on the berg river just 
upstream from velddrif. it is a 22km race. 
bishops entered an u19 4x, a composite u19 
8, with boys from rondebosch and saCs, 
and an u15 8. the composite 8 finished first 
with the 4x narrowly finishing second. it was 
a lovely, relaxed event where all kind of  crafts 
came and enjoyed the festive event. the Club 
recently took delivery of  the first ever coxless 
four. this will be a new event introduced to 
the sa schools rowing programme from 
2016, following the success of  sa in this event 
at world and Olympic level. the 1st viii is 
currently preparing for their tour to the usa 
to race in the head of  the Charles regatta 
in boston, massachusetts.  the event is the 
biggest annual regatta in the world drawing 
entries from schools, clubs, universities and 
national crews from all rowing nations. this is 
bishops’ first-ever appearance at the regatta 
and our boys will be racing in the men’s youth 
Eight and single on the 18th of  October. 
Samuel Wells

 RUGBY
this article simply serves as a brief  outline 
of  our rugby programme and the main 
summation of  the season happens in the next 
edition. 

 we remain first and foremost an academic 
institution that does a whole range of  
wonderful, dynamic and extraordinary things, 
including rugby as one of  them. we are very 
comfortable with the fact that we will not be 
in the top echelon of  rugby schools in south 
africa on a regular basis. that would just not 
be realistic and frankly superfluous. what we 

desire is for our boys and teams to be properly 
coached, conditioned and motivated to play 
our particular brand of  rugby synonymous 
with the school’s history, and for the boys to 
always play with passion, pride and enjoyment. 

we have 16 academic staff members who 
are either managers or coaches. we are 
extraordinarily lucky in that all our a teams 
have a teacher on board to manage, as well 
as a coach for each team. in most teams we 
also have two outside coaches (most Ods or 
stooges) to assist the teacher-in-charge. Each 
one of  these teachers has a steady head of  
experience and is wholly passionate about 
the game and how we play it. One only has 
to watch the practices and matches of  the 
u14ds and Es or the u15ds to appreciate 
the really good things happening even in our 
lower age groups. On top of  this, we have wes 
Chetty (scrums and lineouts) and mike bayly 
(backline and skills) who work with all the sides 
as professional coaches, coaching the coaches 
while also adding input in all areas. all in all, 
we have 48 people involved in coaching and 
managing our 19 sides or 135 boys! that’s 
quite an investment. 

rugby is both gloriously graceful as well 
as being an uncompromisingly brutal game 
at times. medical support is critical. we are 
blessed to have such a wonderful medical 
support team. the fabled doc (dr Geoff 
huber) who is on duty every saturday for 
home matches from 8am to the end and for all 
1st Xv away matches (including tours). On top 
of  this, doc also works at uCt rugby matches 
every saturday! he has been the face of  our 
match day medical programme for years 
now. also working tirelessly behind the scenes 
are Gerald muller and megan petrie, our 
physiotherapists. they work on a daily basis 
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running their practice from bishops, but also 
have the same hours and functions as the doc 
on a saturday. we also have an ambulance and 
eight professional paramedics on duty every 
saturday morning who are supported by about 
ten of  our qualified first aiders. we also have 
our resolute sanatorium sister, sharon hicken, 
on duty every afternoon, just in case. Our boys 
are definitely well looked after.

Conditioning of  our boys is an area i have a 
huge concern about. i say this on the back of  
mr richard smith’s research conducted during 
Life Orientation using base line and progression 
testing from grades 8 to 10. simply, he has 
found that the gap in conditioning between our 
elite athletes (a team sportsmen and above) 
and the others is polarising at an alarming rate. 
the mass of  our boys is becoming less and 
less conditioned and more sedentary. draw 
your own conclusions as to the reasons why. 
despite this, we have a conditioning coach, 
steve mackintyre, and a biokineticist, tiaan 
Campher, on board. both work with our a 
team squads during pre-season and in-season. 
Our gym is just not capable of  dealing with the 
mass demand so our conditioning programmes 
in rugby are focussed sadly only on the elite 
teams!  the pole gym, at the back of  the piley 
rees field, has been revamped to help all teams 
with their in-season conditioning. wouldn’t 
it be wonderful if  boys had to attend cross-fit 
gym sessions for structured conditioning classes 
during Open period or after school on their 
non-sporting days in a massive gym space built 
primarily for this process? i think all our sport 
would wholly benefit.

in any match it is difficult, if  not impossible, 
for coaches to notice and remember all the 
key events happening in the match, armed 
only with our innate powers of  observation. 

thanks to the bishops ‘rugby supporters’ 
Club who paid for r50 000 worth of  top 
quality equipment to make this possible. Each 
age group has a camera and tripod with all 
the required apps to improve this method of  
feedback and analysis.

reffing has become a colossal challenge due 
to the ever growing complexity of  the laws, 
safety issues and fewer crowd annoyances. 
thankfully, we have a few stalwarts who have 
supported us in this endeavour, but more 
and more we have to get in professionals and 
obviously reimburse them. this has meant 
that it has become essential to encourage our 
boys to get involved and thus far we have 
three very promising grade 11 lads who have 
qualified themselves through the union and 
reffed a number of  games at the College and 
at the prep. we will be looking to develop 
this programme and create a formal brC 
(bishops refs Club) by 2017 where boys who 
are unable to play rugby due to injury can 
choose to join the club as a sports option or 
just join and continue to play their sports. 
they will condition, train and analyse. this is 
a very exciting development. i do hope to see a 
vast number of  our games in the future being 
reffed by our qualified and knowledgeable 
boys. who will be our first international ref ?
Angus Firth

the processes we are putting in place take 
time and the players only really grasp the 
many skills needed to play rugby the way we 
want them to in the open age group. One 
only has to look at these results to realise it is 
working. we encourage the boys to play our 
brand of  rugby from an early age. Our highly-
skilled, fast-passed support base game is a huge 
challenge for the boys and many mistakes are 
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made, especially at the younger age groups. 
this is all part of  the process because, at the 
end of  the day, our boys love playing this way. 
there is great enjoyment and a freedom to 
be able to make their own decisions during 
a match. Of  course, we play to win, but it 
is more important for us to play bishops 
rugby and win than to grind out wins playing 
unattractive, structured and boring rugby. 
there is no enjoyment in that! 

despite the losses, all taken gallantly of  
course, and some of  the momentous victories, 
thus far we do believe that bishops rugby is in 
a good space. amongst players and coaches, 
passion, enjoyment and especially pride in 
our rugby abounds despite the difficulties we 
face. One just needs to look at the u14as, in 

particular, who despite massive misfortune 
have shown unbelievable courage and 
fortitude to arrive week after week, figuratively 
bleeding, from the weekend to practice with 
full commitment and with a smile … amazing! 
they have remarkably improved as a team.
Mike Bayly

SQUASH
the 2015 squash season has been a successful 
one, on all counts, with bishops entering ten 
teams into the western province youth squash 
leagues.  the two teams in the super League – 
who play their matches on thursday evenings, 
at bishops – have both done well.  they had 
the better of  wynberg and saCs in each 
term, but fell short of  toppling rondebosch 

U14 A just after dawn kick-off on the Sahara
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from their perch this time around and lost 
narrowly to paarl boys.  the enthusiasm for 
squash and the talent coming through the 
school now, though, augurs well for the future 
of  these encounters.

the College was also well represented in the 
ipts in july.  four of  our players represented 
wp at u19 level: Stefan Ranoszek and 
Peter Brink, in the a team, and Alex Green 
and Ross Nelson in the b team.  at u16 
level, Glenn Yates and Jonathan Greyling 
represented the a team, and Ibrahim 
Kerbelker represented the b team. it is 
also encouraging to see a number of  boys 
represented at u14 level. Charlie Yates, 
Nicholas Gleeson and Timothy Wright 
all represented the a team, and Kenau Vith 
represented the b team.   many other players 
are waiting in the wings as well to make sure 
that next year we look to be the top squash 
school in wp.

individually, as well, these boys had 
a successful time. Glen Yates must be 
congratulated on his number one ranking 
in south africa at u16 level and his superb 
results at the ipt. an excellent achievement. 
also deserving of  mention is younger brother 
Charlie, who was ranked number 10 in the 
country in the u14 age group.

Our various teams have performed well in 
their respective leagues, with both the u19a 
team and u15b team winning their leagues 
and our super league teams ending second and 
third respectively. it is also interesting to note 
that all four junior teams ended in the top two 
positions in their respective leagues – another 
indication of  the depth of  squash at bishops 
and the fact that we can look forward to the 
next few years with eager anticipation. in a 
few years this group of  talented players should 

inspire others to play better squash as well. 
approximately 100 boys play squash as a 

winter sport at bishops.  we have excellent 
facilities – no other school has five courts of  
their own to practise on.  the coaching staff 
was bolstered this year with daniel thompson 
training the top six players as well as Lionel 
white who once again came in to coach some 
of  the beginners in the junior section.  we 
are most grateful to them for their help.  mr 
theron, mr kerbelker and mr russell have 
continued to work with the juniors and it 
has been a pleasure to watch the talent pool 
grow. mr knight, mr Lanser and dr murray 
have worked with the seniors and their hard 
work reflects some excellent team results. mrs 
van selm has continued to provide assistance 
with the reserves making sure that they have 
worthwhile court time.  we are also grateful 
to mr pasquallie for driving the teams to away 
matches on a regular basis.

Overall, the squash at bishops is in a healthy 
state and we look forward to the two summer 
festivals our top players will participate in:  
the wbhs stayers in October and then the 
annual fNb st andrews bloemfontein event in 
february 2016.
David Russell

SURF CLUB
Elands bay: the surf  Club embarked on the 
annual Elands bay surf  camp … just after the 
very stressful june exam period. the camp 
kicked off with an early rise on saturday 
morning which saw fragile bodies arrive in 
dribs and drabs to get the bus packed and 
ready to leave. after the three-hour bus trip, 
we arrived at our exceptionally pleasant 
accommodation, unpacked, and headed up 
the coast in search of  a few waves. with low 
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expectations for the waves, mr Noel used his 
local knowledge to pick out a secret spot called 
‘bones’. despite the name, we suited up and 
decided to take on this absolute gem of  a wave. 
in the evening, after a tiring, but great surf  at 
‘bones’, the ‘young guns’, consisting of  grade 
9s and 10s, decided they had enough energy 
to go out for another surf, leaving the fragile 
matrics collapsed in the bus! 

the next day began with an excruciatingly 
cold and early start. with chattering teeth, the 
boys climbed into their frostbitten wetsuits and 
headed to the Elands bay point where they 
were greeted with classic 3-4ft waves rolling 
down the point. the day consisted of  flat-out 
surfing with a brief  break for lunch and then 
straight back out for another session right up 
until it got dark. 

On our last full day the waves unfortunately 
didn’t quite deliver, but we still made the most 

of  it with three of  us managing to surf  in 
stormy conditions at ‘bones’ and then heading 
back to Elands bay for a fun afternoon 
session. the day finally ended off with the 
ever-enjoyable meal at the local witmosselpot 
restaurant.

by the end of  the camp everyone was 
completely surfed out and absolutely shattered, 
perfectly indicating how successful the camp 
was. although the surf  was outstanding, what 
also made the camp so enjoyable was the 
great food (thanks to miss mallett), the usual  
entertaining campfire chats, messing around 
when we weren’t surfing and just chilling 
with a great bunch of  guys. with this being 
the matrics’ last surf  camp, mr mallett, miss 
mallett and mr Noel managed to pull out all 
the stops in making this our most enjoyable 
camp yet.

Jeremy Gebers (surf  Club Captain 2014/15)

Back Row: Dave Mallett, Jeremy Gebers, Tadhg Dewar, Liam Neill, Stefan Olbrich, Aidan Neill, 
Tristan de Chalain, Jack Harrison and Max Harrison

Front Row: Ivan Stassen, Glen Yates and Tristan Korte
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